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lated to the dreaded “length of stay”
for each patient admitted in the pre-
vious year.

As a modestly successful family
physician who saves the government
more money than it can possibly
know, I will be regarded askance if
the mean length of stay for my pa-
tients is greater than that of others in
my peer group. However, the data
on which this appraisal of my ser-
vices is based deserve closer study, as
Marshall correctly points out. I ad-
mitted just 40 patients during the
most recent year reviewed, their ill-
nesses falling into 34 case manage-
ment groups. There were only 5 dis-
eases for which I cared for more than
1 patient, and none for which there
were more than 3 patients. From
these limited data, “they” calculate
an “average” length of stay. I was
taught that at least 3 data points were

needed to calculate a meaningful av-
erage, and that more than 3 values
would be preferable. And what about
the range? The mean for case man-
agment group 011 within my peer
group was 9.90 days, but was the
standard deviation 0.01 or 8.9 days?
Silence on this elementary point. In
addition, I found numerous statistical
vagaries and even errors on my
print-out.

A patient of mine who is employed
in the medical records department of
another local hospital knows some-
one who works in both that hospital
and my own and who reports that the
coding practices of the 2 hospitals are
“quite different.” We ought not to
accept unknowing bean-counting.

George Ford, MD
Preston Medical Centre
Cambridge, Ont.

[The author responds:]

Dr. Ford raises an excellent point
about employing administrative

databases for tracking health services
utilization: for such purposes, it is
necessary to compare apples and ap-
ples. Nonetheless, his letter indicates
to me that his hospital’s program is
probably having the desired effect.
From the information supplied each
year, he can review the distribution of
his patients according to disease; the
data he receives are sufficiently de-
tailed that he can validate them, and
he can, if questioned on some overall
average, mount a defence based on
factual information. Awareness of uti-
lization is achieved and data are fed
back to the health care provider who,
realizing their importance, will in
turn report back to the medical
records department on issues of accu-
racy. Presumably, members of the
peer group have the opportunity to
judge the process and will respond
intelligently to Ford’s point.

W. John S. Marshall, MB, ChB
Associate Dean
Faculty of Health Sciences
Queen’s University
Chief of Staff
Kingston General Hospital
Kingston, Ont.

Studying workplace health

The review article “Wellness
programs: a review of the evi-

dence” (CMAJ 1998;158[2]:224-30),
by Denise Watt and colleagues, ad-
dresses an important topic but has 2
important limitations. First, limiting
the search to the MEDLINE data-
base excluded many high-quality
journals that often publish articles
on this topic. Second, insisting that
the studies for review had to have
randomized controlled designs fur-
ther excluded many high-quality
studies.
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In 1996 and 1997 the American
Journal of Health Promotion published
a series of 11 reviews, written by a
team of 22 authors, on the health im-
pact of workplace health promotion
programs. A total of 365 articles met
the review criteria, of which 29% had
randomized controlled designs and
26% had comparison groups that
were not randomly assigned. The se-
ries drew specific conclusions about
the impact of programs in each of the
intervention areas, such as fitness, nu-
trition and stress management. It re-
vealed that these programs produce
positive short-term changes in
knowledge, attitudes, behaviours and
health conditions. The long-term im-
pact of the programs was not clear,
both because of relapse and because
too few studies measured this. The
studies with randomized controlled
designs had positive effects, although
these were not as strong as for the
studies as a whole. The quality of re-
search in this area must continue to
improve, but it is already comparable
to or better than that of research used
to support most nondrug medical in-
terventions.

In addition, a recent article cov-
ered 40 studies that met the review
criteria.1 Overall, 88% of the studies
showed cost savings because of re-

ductions in medical care costs or ab-
senteeism, or both. These ratios were
similar for the studies that had ran-
domized controlled designs and those
that did not. Among the 13 studies
that calculated cost–benefit ratios, the
returns were all positive and ranged
from US$2.50 to US$6.00 for each
dollar invested. The studies with ran-
domized controlled designs showed
the highest rates of return.

Michael O’Donnell, PhD
Editor-in-Chief
American Journal of Health Promotion
Lawrence, Kans.

Reference
1. Aldana S. Financial impact of workplace

health promotion programs and method-
ological quality of the evidence. Art Health
Promot 1998;2(1):1-8.

[Two of the authors respond:]

Dr. O’Donnell makes 2 impor-
tant points about the quality

and extent of evidence that goes be-
yond what we covered in our review.
We purposely limited our search to
MEDLINE because it is usually the
first database searched by primary
care physicians and the only one to
which some physicians have access.
Other databases, including the social

science ones, were not searched be-
cause we wanted to focus on the re-
sources typically used by primary care
physicians.

We agree that studies of health
promotion programs and of wellness
in the workplace are important areas
for further research. We specifically
excluded them, pointing out that
“studies of chronic psychiatric disor-
ders and diseases, such as cancer and
AIDS, were excluded, as were studies
of health promotion programs in the
workplace that used productivity as
the outcome measure.” We feel that
these studies represent a body of evi-
dence that stands on its own, with
variables and outcome measures that
are relevant and particular to the
workplace and to occupational health
medicine. That is not to imply that
work in these areas does not repre-
sent valuable knowledge. However,
we decided to exclude these special
areas to determine if there was any
evidence that applied to the general
population.

Sarita Verma, LLB, MD
Leslie Flynn, MD
Assistant Professors
Department of Family Medicine
Queen’s University
Kingston, Ont.
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Submitting letters
Letters must be submitted by mail, courier or email, not by fax. They
must be signed by all authors and limited to 300 words in length. 
Letters that refer to articles must be received within 2 months of the
publication of the article. CMAJ corresponds only with the authors of
accepted letters. Letters are subject to editing and abridgement.

Note to email users
Email should be addressed to pubs@cma.ca and should indicate 
“Letter to the editor of CMAJ” in the subject line. A signed copy must
be sent subsequently to CMAJ by fax or regular mail. Accepted letters
sent by email appear in the Readers’ Forum of CMA Online
(www.cma.ca) promptly, as well as being published in a subsequent
issue of the journal.

Pour écrire à la rédaction
Prière de faire parvenir vos lettres par la poste, par messager ou par
courrier électronique, et non par télécopieur. Chaque lettre doit
porter la signature de tous ses auteurs et avoir au maximum 300
mots. Les lettres se rapportant à un article doivent nous parvenir dans
les 2 mois de la publication de l’article en question. Le JAMC ne 
correspond qu’avec les auteurs des lettres acceptées pour publication.
Les lettres acceptées seront révisées et pourront être raccourcies.

Aux usagers du courrier électronique
Les messages électroniques doivent être envoyés à l’adresse pubs@cma.ca.
Veuillez écrire «Lettre à la rédaction du JAMC» à la ligne «Subject». Il faut
envoyer ensuite, par télécopieur ou par la poste, une lettre signée pour
confirmer le message électronique. Une fois une lettre reçue par courrier
électronique acceptée pour publication, elle paraîtra dans la chronique
«Tribune des lecteurs du JAMC» d’AMC En direct (www.cma.ca) tout de
suite, ainsi que dans un numéro prochain du journal.


